Since 2004, TentCraft has been showing the nation
that MasterTent products are truly the world’s
highest quality portable event tents, designed
especially for discerning brand marketers and those
that understand the cardinal importance of looking
and being their best.

Our Series 43 is even better than its Series 40
predecessor because of its octagonal leg design,
additional frame thickness, and friction-proof setup.
Every MasterTent Series 43 comes with a 5 year
warranty, and it will outlook and outlast any other
tent in the market.

Italian-made MasterTent differentiates itself from
other brands by using all aluminum in the connecting
elements, the highest quality fabrics, and the thickest
aluminum frame in the market.

Contact us for more info.
tentcraft.com | 800.426.9496

CORNERS.

PERFECTLY PROTECTED.

PLASTIC SLIDES.

The tent roof corners and any points
of contact with the aluminum frame
are reinforced with PVC components.

The newly developed rubber covers of the
support structure protect the roof during
transport, storage, or use.

The ends of the telescopic legs are protected
with plastic. The advantages are that there
is less friction and the legs of the tent do not
get scratched when they are extended.

ROUNDED OFF.

SECURING THE ROOF.

SEAL.

The ﬂanges on the fasteners are rounded
off to prevent scratching when opening
and closing the tent frame.

The patented roof securing hardware
fulﬁlls two purposes: it connects the roof to
the aluminum frame and ensures that the
canopy is situated correctly when opened.

The valances come with adjustable tensioners
to ensure that the tent roof is properly
stretched. A perfectly stretched roof ensures
that no creases appear on your promotional
material and also maximizes drainage.

PUSHBUTTON.

TENSIONER.

HOOK AND LOOP FASTENER.

The stability and safety of our tent frame
is guaranteed by our latch release system.
The system facilitates opening and closing
the tent. Gentle pressure releases the
corner tensioner, allowing the frame to be
closed safely.

A patented system of plastic tensioners is
used to ensure that the roof is properly
stretched. The advantages are that the fabric
is evenly stretched and the printed surfaces
are smooth and sharp.

The extra-wide hook-and-loop fastening
strips on the inner side of the roof enable
the side walls to be attached and removed
in seconds. The color of the hook-and-look
fastening strip matches the tent color.

INTERCONNECTION.

PEAK FLAGS.

FRAME.

Our connecting components are made of
100% aluminum, strengthening the entire
system. The components are attached to
the scissor-like proﬁles by a patented
connecting system.

Further your brand or product with our peak
ﬂags. They stand out in a crowd and are
fabricated with the same quality and care of
all TentCraft products. Only available on the
MASTERTENT® model.

All parts of the aluminum frame are tagged
with a clearly visible part number. This
makes replacing any worn parts much easier.
Simply provide the number printed on the
defective component and you will quickly
receive a replacement.

